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MAKING A DIFFERENCE

Artzheimers Group enjoying a session at the
Christchurch Art Gallery
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In April I had the privilege of attending the ADI (Alzheimers Disease
International) Conference in Budapest. Of the many and varied
themes, several stand out and our challenge is how we respond as an
organisation.
The unequivocal message from people with dementia “Nothing About Us
Without Us”. We need to ensure the voices of people with dementia are
reflected in everything we do, and we need to do this in a way which is
not tokenistic but gives realistic and meaningful opportunities for people
to shape services to fit their needs.
A clear message from care partners – we need our emotional needs
attended to. In the rush to ensure we are providing information, are we
taking the time needed to support carers in the process of grief, loss and
adjustment?
Prevention is better than cure – while very significant amounts of money
are being spent world wide on the search for “a cure” we also need to
look at life-style factors that have been proven to offer some protection
against either developing dementia, or slowing its progression.
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As an organisation, Alzheimers Canterbury and other similar groups can
and should listen to these messages, and take stock. We need to be
responding to the needs of people with dementia by more than saying –
ie we need to show we are doing – in some circles this is referred to as
moving from “talk the talk” to “walk the talk”.
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So, we should be -

Donor Mail Out
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•
•
•

Proving what we say with action
Representing words with action
Practicing what we preach

Take a look at some of the initiatives we have underway/or are planning,
and let us know what you think. Are we “walking the talk”?
For a Conference summary and Conference presentations - www.alz.
co.uk/ADI-conference2016
In other news Alzheimers Canterbury (as well as Alzheimers Auckland
and Alzheimers Waikato) have recently decided to resign from the
Alzheimers NZ Federation. Whilst it is business as usual in all aspects
of service delivery, we will be making some changes to our look over the
next few months. We remain committed to ensuring the best services
are available for our dementia community and we look forward to
continued collaboration with all our community partners.
Darral Campbell
Manager
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Community Education Seminars
All Seminars (morning and evening) will be held at 314
Worcester Street, Linwood.
Tuesday 6th September 10.30am – 12 noon
Advance Care Planning: Find out more about what
Advance Care Planning is, how it works and why it’s a
good idea to consider before you become seriously ill or
are unable to make decisions for yourself.
Tuesday 11th October 10.30 – 12 noon
Dementia: Caring and Stress: Recognise symptoms,
causes and health effects of stress and stressmanagement strategies.

Staff Changes

Wednesday 19th October 7.30 – 9.00pm
Behaviours and Dementia: Increase your understanding
of why certain behaviours may occur when a person has
dementia and helpful ways to respond.
Tuesday 1st November 10.30 – 12 noon
Changes and Loss: This seminar addresses some of the
changes and losses for family members and how to live
with and through them.
Wednesday 16th November 7.30 – 9.00pm
For Adult Children of People with Dementia: Find out
from a Psychiatrist about the impact of dementia within
families such as changing roles and managing conflicts,
as well as a world on genetic inheritance and dementia.

We farewelled Jackie Bould to take up a position in the
Inpatient Older Persons Services and Letitia Meadows to a
lecturing position at Canterbury University. We are delighted
that our association with both continue in their new roles.
We welcome Lee Andrews, Educator and Beverley
Seabridge, Activities Project Leader to the staff

Regional Services

Beverley Seabridge

Lee Andrews

Ashburton Community
We are now happily settled into our office in the new
Community House, and were delighted to receive this trolley
made by Jim Leak for refreshments following groups.

West Coast Community
We were very sad to farewell Anne Marie Reynolds from our
West Coast position, but we are pleased that Anne Marie is still
one of our supporters and will be orientating our new Social
Worker Kelsey Lane to the West Coast in early September.
We have pleasure in welcoming Kelsey on board.

Kelsey Lane

Jim with trolley he made and donated to the Alzheimers
Canterbury Ashburton office

Ashburton office sign at
Community House
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Update of Respite/Activity Pilot Program
Thanks to a recent collaboration with the Christchurch
Court Theatre and a generous donation from the
Christchurch City Council’s Creative Communities
Scheme, our new Court Theatre group is underway.
The Group provides people with a past or current interest
in drama; theatre going or costume design with the
opportunity to re-connect with this wonderful resource in
our city.
We are extremely lucky to have support and input from
Rachel Sears from the Court Theatre whose enthusiasm
and passion for this initiative is very infectious.
Seeing “Educating Rita” brought to life on the stage was
a fabulous experience and hearing the laughter and joy
of many of the group attendees as they watched the very
talented George Henare and Kathleen Burns perform,
was a great reminder of the reasons behind this Pilot
Activity Program. In July, another group of participants
had an opportunity for a behind the scenes look at
costumes and the costume design process with Rachel
and Deb one of the Court Theatre Costume Designers.
Future work with the Court Theatre will include additional
trips to the Matinee’s available, and collaboration with the
youth theatre group.

bye to Maria at the end of this month as she takes on a
couple of new challenges over the next year.
Maria says of her time at Alzheimers Canterbury “What
a privilege it has been to spend the last year working
with this fabulous team of people. To be a part of
this project has given me more than I could have ever
imagined. It has reminded me of how important it is to
strengthen our community relationships to empower;
enable and remain connected with people living with
dementia. I will miss you all very much and want to
thank every single person I have had the pleasure
of meeting and getting to know during this time,
particularly those who have so generously shared their
story with me and taught me so much about what it
means to live well with dementia.”
A big thanks as always to all the volunteers and community
organisations who continue to support this project and give
so generously of their time; skills and care.

Despite the colder mornings our two Water Memory Groups
continue to show great dedication and commitment to
the monthly session. Wharenui, our city Aqua Centre,
has been undergoing a renovation and so the city folk
have been enjoying a road trip out to Dudley Aqua
Centre over the last couple of months which has come
with the added attraction of a heated spa pool. It is
fair to say that the balance of aqua exercise versus
spa pool use is tipping further and further towards the
spa pools favour in light of the cooler temperatures
outside!!
McBakers have welcomed some new members
and have been taking on some of the recipes
recommended at the Brain Health seminars earlier
this year. We created a lot of interest within Ronald
McDonald House when preparing Black Bean Brownies
for the families and children. Keeping on trend
McBakers were even able to offer nut and gluten free
options which we all thought tasted just as good as the
alternative.
We were really pleased to see Shelley return from her
travels overseas in July, however will be saying good
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Court Theatre Programmes and Hats

Court Theatre - Costume Session
What did we do?
* Brief overview given by Costume Department representative
of some of the recent shows done with scrapbooks and
programmes – from the first sketchings and ideas of
costumes, to the end product.

* Viewed some very elaborate and beautiful costumes.
* Clients invited to decorate sun hats with flowers, ribbons,
butterflies etc which they thoroughly enjoyed.

* There were lots of photos and costumes in the room
including hats and masks which clients were able to try on.

Shirley enjoying the Court Theatre costumes
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Brain Health Seminars/Workshops
Alzheimers Canterbury have run 3 public seminars (City,
Ashburton and Rangiora) on Brain Health over the last few
months. We were delighted with the numbers who attended
and the interest shown. Two Brain Health workshops with
Professor Yoram Barak at Halswell’s beautiful new Te
Hapua Service Centre were also run. The thinking behind
the workshops was to elaborate and put into practice brain
health principles through bringing together a number of
speakers with expertise in differing areas relating to brain
health.
The first workshop was led by Professor Barak, psychiatrist
Dr Gerald Johnstone and psychologist Libby Gawith.
Professor Barak provided an overview of the scientific
evidence supporting the influence that modifiable factors
may have for protecting our brains. Dr Johnstone who
is certified as a teacher of Mindfulness Based Stress
Reduction through the University of Massachusetts led the
group through a mindfulness practice as well as outlining
the theory and benefits of such a practice. Finally, Libby
Gawith led an interactive and lively session on exploring the
impact of stress on our lives and strategies for mitigating
that stress.

Healthy Brain Seminar Rangiora
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The second workshop focused on exercise and diet with
Professor Barak providing an overview while three other
presenters provided an opportunity to put his words into
practice. Jan Daley, who retrained as a Pilates teacher
after retirement, led us in a basic practice of this technique
while discussing its underlying principles. Geraldine
Parkes gave us an opportunity to experience Tai Chi
practice and Healthy Eating Healthy Ageing dietician Leah
O’Neill tempted our taste buds and provided inspiration
on just how delicious whole foods can be. Black bean
brownies, a revelation!
The workshops were attended by a range of people,
some supporting a person with dementia alongside
professionals from a range of organisations. The
atmosphere was congenial and supportive with feedback
showing that everyone found something beneficial to take
from the workshops. Alzheimers Canterbury continues
to look forward to finding opportunities to share with the
public the evidence for promoting brain health and is
grateful for the opportunity to collaborate with Professor
Barak.

Caring for the Carers
Through the experiences of one of our colleagues we
recognised the relentless and often difficult role of the
Carer for people with Alzheimers. So very often support
is needed by the often unrecognised carer for whom one
brain has to function for two.
The company we work for, Pfizer New Zealand Limited,
developed the Pfizer Cares initiative which encourages
and enables us to volunteer within our own communities.
Living through the eyes of some of the carers in our
neighbourhoods, we spent a day working in the homes
and gardens of four families.

We saw first-hand, the impact Alzheimer’s can have and
how much carers need help and support. We were also
overwhelmed at how grateful the families were for a small
amount of help. In so many ways this was an enlightening
and emotional experience for all of us. Thank you to those
carers who let us into their hearts and into their homes
and for caring for your dearest with love.
Nick Uys

Volunteer gardening day by Pfizer group
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Client Tribute
Shirley Bruorton
1923 – 2016
Shirley was a treasured client of Alzheimers Canterbury
and we thought it fitting to pay tribute to her. Shirley
had a fantastic outlook and was determined to live a full,
creative and meaningful life.
Whilst she knew she had been diagnosed with Alzheimers,
Shirley wouldn’t let it get in the way of her enjoyment in
life, whether it be her abundant garden, her family, her
memoirs or her sketching and painting.
Shirley was an artist and attended Art School in the late
1930’s when high school students could attend, rather
than a regular high school.
She was taught by some of our most respected artists
such as Louise Henderson, Rata Lovell-Smith and Francis
Shurrock.
Shirley was an inaugural participant at Artzheimers and
inspired us all with her experiences of Art School and of
her creative drive and passion for Art. She always offered
wonderful and insightful comments about the artwork
and simply enjoyed the opportunity to participate and
appreciate art.

She was interviewed by Lana Coles at the ChCh Art
Gallery who now have her experiences and stories in their
archives.
Shirley also attended our Memory Group and the Social
Programme, most notably the Tea Dance which recalled
memories of her youth and the dances she attended.
Shirley also came each year to the annual picnic at the
Groynes and enjoyed having her family join in.
She was a generous and giving person and always
brought extra food to share.
Whilst Shirley’s physical frailty began to impact on her
ability to get out and about she managed to attend
Artzheimers at the newly opened Art Gallery this year.
She was absolutely delighted to be there amongst her
beloved art and to be a part of the group.
Shirley was a wonderful person and the team at
Alzheimers Canterbury very much appreciated her time
with us.

Shirley with her great grand-daughter at Alzheimers Canterbury Picnic
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Client Voice
Joan’s Poem:
I went to a group
Where I go
To review your whole life
That you might know
How unique you are
And only one of a kind
Not another person like you
You’ll find.
God has created us all
Different in every way
It is just as well when you get to meet me
Is what I hear you say
Who wants to be another copy like you
We each one are special, our history, our life
And all we do
Those who are the helpers here
Are so special and very dear
They help us unravel our life like a
Silver thread
We’re all each one so special
And bright in the head
Not for dumb people this group is for
The helper’s kindness and understanding
Is what you meet when you walk in the door
When you review your whole life
With its ups and downs
You realise how very special you are
Not all like me, thank goodness – not clowns
And so if I forget who you are
Just smile and accept it
I could make you someone very important by far.
So all of you thank you
For meeting each one
I feel so much better
And glad I have come
And if I had not come here
I would not have met each one of you
And not realised there are other people so special
Like me who forget things too.
By Joan
(Joan attended our Life Stories Group)
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Alzheimers Canterbury presents

Sexuality, Intimacy, dementia
& Older People
Te Hapua
Halswell Centre
341 Halswell Road
8.45am - 4pm

An exciting day of presentations exploring this important
topic featuring a range of speakers including:

18th
October
2016
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Professor Yoram Barak, Psychiatrist CDHB
Dr. Michelle Dhanak, Gerontologist, CDHB
Julie Watson, Auckland's Rainbow Trust
Helen Mounsey, Sex Therapist
$110 including lunch. Booking essential.
To register contact admin@alzcanty.co.nz

03 379 2590

Fundraising
Cuppa for a Cause: Thank you to all who hosted cuppa events which were many and varied.

Beautiful cups for cuppa for a cause

Casino cuppa donation

Cuppa cards at Fitzgerald House

Other Fundraising: Thank you to all our wonderful supporters who fundraised in other ways.

Eugene’s Charity Fight Night

Mary Kay Quiz night with Cheryl Nettleton

Manchester Unity Welfare Trust Board donation

Receiving New World Vouchers
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COLLECTORS
NEEDED

to support people to live well with dementia
Do good in the community by
collecting for a few hours for
Alzheimers Canterbury.

Is someone in your family
affected by dementia? Or perhaps
you'd like to help in memory of?

Our Annual Appeal is the most important fundraiser of the year. Call us on 3792590 or
email admin@alzcanty.co.nz if you can help raise much-needed funds.
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Donor Mail Out
We have again received quite a few calls with concerns
about a recent donor mail out from Alzheimers
New Zealand. Some confusion exists about where the
donations may be going. For clarity please note donations
to Alzheimers New Zealand do not come to us and do not
support our frontline service delivery.

service in Canterbury/West Coast then please see the
information below about ways to donate.
We want to reassure those who do donate to us that your
precious dollars go directly into supporting the delivery of
services here in our region.

If you would like to support our operational frontline

Donations slip
----------------------------------------------------------------------------YES, I’d like to support people living with dementia
As a not-for-profit agency, Alzheimers Canterbury needs the support of the community to continue to
deliver services that really make a difference to the quality of life for all affected by dementia.
NAME ..................................................................................................................................................
ADDRESS ................................................................................................................................................
PHONE ………………………………………..EMAIL ………………………………………………………………………………………………
 I would like to receive regular email updates from Alzheimers Canterbury
Please accept my donation of :  $10  $25  $50  Other $…………. or:
Internet Banking Details: ASB

123240:0097861:00

(Please use your Surname as a ‘Reference’ ) or:

Alzheimers Canterbury

Cheque is enclosed 

Credit Card Details: Please charge my credit card with $ _______ Visa  Mastercard 
Card number _______

_______

_______ _______ Expiry Date ______________

Name on Card _________________________ Cardholder’s Signature: ________________________

Invest in your future – remember Alzheimers Canterbury in your Will.
Contact us for more information. Email julie@alzcanty.co.nz or call 3792590.
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Proudly sponsored by
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Name
Address 01
Address 02
Address 03

Alzheimers Canterbury – 314 Worcester Street, Christchurch, P O Box 32 074, Christchurch 8147 Ph 03 379 2590
Fax 03 379 7286 Email admin@alzcanty.co.nz Web www.alzcanty.co.nz Charity Registration CC 21639

